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1 Introduction



Video semantic segmentation aims to segment each frame in a video precisely. Both 
segmentation accuracy and efficiency are concerned about to meet the requirements in applications 
like self-driving car.

——Introduction

Fig.1 Video semantic segmentation in self-driving task.

Challenges:
• Segmenting each frame in a video is expensive as frame rate and spatial resolution are

scaled, ignoring the temporal relationships hidden in neighboring frames.

• Some works utilized optical flow to reuse features as a means to reduce computation cost,
introducing additional network to compute optical flow.



——Introduction

Fig. 1. Illustration of (a) single-frame segmentation network and
(b) boundary-aware distillation network (BDNet) for video
semantic segmentation.

The model replaces troublesome optical flow
network with block motion vectors encoded in
compressed videos (e.g. H264 codecs), resulting
in shrunken main stream to extract dense features.

The boundary-aware stream perceives the
boundary of objects to constrain and guide the
features into clear shape.

The teacher network is well pretrained on sparsely
labeled frame, so that the main stream enables to
learn high-quality knowledge to correct the tailing
effect.



——Introduction

Contributions:

• We replace optical flow network with block motion vectors embedded in compressed 
video, which are extracted with negligible computational cost, so as to accelerate video 
segmentation.

• An auxiliary boundary-aware stream are provided to guide features for discriminative 
boundary. 

• We employ a well pretrained teacher network to transfer knowledge to the main stream for 
improvement in video segmentation accuracy. 
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Related work:

——Related Work

A. Image Semantic Segmentation
Based on deep convolutional neural networks (DCNN), many approaches achieve the state-of-the-
art performance on image semantic segmentation, such as FCN [1], PSP [2], DeepLab [3-5]…

B. Video Semantic Segmentation 
DFF [6] [7] shared the features of selected frame and warped then forward with optical flow to
save time cost. DVSNet [8] split each frame into four regions and propagated regions based on
confidence score.

C. Boundary detection
Boundary detection [9] [10] approximates silhouette of objects, refining the representation areas. In 
this work, we apply boundary detection in video semantic segmentation. 



——Related Work

D. Knowledge distillation
Knowledge distillation [11] is developed to transfer useful information from the cumbersome 

teacher model to a compact student model. 

E. Compressed video
Compressed video [12] [13] consists of a group of pictures (GOP), which contains I-frame (intra-
coded frame) and P/B-frame (predictive/bi-directional frame). I-frame is generally viewed as RGB 
image. P-frame stores motion clues representing coarse movement of blocks between current and 
preceding frame. 



3 Methods



Fig. 3. The illustration of our BDNet for video semantic segmentation. (a) The top part is the 
boundary-aware stream. The middle one is the main stream, also known as the student 
network that shares the backbone with the boundary-aware stream. The bottom one is the 
well-trained teacher network. (b) The structure of boundary-aware module. 

——Methods

Network architecture
The proposed boundary-aware distillation
network (BDNet) includes three components:

• The main stream in the middle indicates a
base single-frame semantic segmentation
network.

• The boundary-aware stream at the top
predicts silhouette of both foreground and
background objects.

• The distillation stream at the bottom is
designed to transfer knowledge from the
teacher network T to the main stream S.



——Main stream

The main stream is divided into three modules: !"#$%, !%$&' , !()%.
Ø !"#$% takes as input a keyframe +%→- to extract dense semantic features.  With the motion vectors, warping 

operation is applied to propagate .%→- to current frame +% .

Ø !%$&' utilizes atrous spatial pyramid pooling (ASPP) module as decoder and returns score maps.

Ø !()% upsamples score maps to original resolution to output final segmentation results.

Fig. 4. The illustration of the main stream.



——Boundary-aware stream

(a) Boundary-aware stream (b) Boundary-aware module

The boundary-aware stream adopts an encoder-decoder framework, sharing the  backbone with the main 
stream. The decoder employs top-down architecture with lateral connection. The intermediate features are 
warped, followed by a  concatenation operation with upsampled features from top-level.  The concatenated 
features are taken as input to boundary-aware module (BAM), which is shown in Fig.5.

Fig. 5  The illustration of boundary-aware stream.



——Distillation stream

The teacher network takes as input the current frame !"and returns high-quality score maps #"$ . The student network, 
which is the main stream, propagates the keyframe features %$→' forward, outputting score maps at current time (. The 
inner distillation is proposed to guide the main stream to learn hidden relationships in intermediate features.

Fig. 6  The illustration of distillation stream.



The boundary-aware stream training loss
In boundary-aware stream, the training loss function is defined as the sum of three types of loss functions:
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Where ?6,7 is the ground truth at position M, N and<6,7 is the predicted probability.

where < = <M ∶ M = 1, … , Q2 and ? = {?M ∶ M = 1, … , Q2} are pixel values of two corresponding patches 
(Q × Q) cropped from the predicted probability map and ground truth mask, G< , G?and K< , K?are mean 
values and standard deviation of x and y, δ is covariance and C	,C	are set to	0.012,	0.032, respectively.



Pixel-wise and inner-relation distillation
Knowledge distillation is used to transfer knowledge from the teacher network T to the student network S. we 
apply pixel-wise and inner-relation knowledge distillation in video semantic segmentation task to speed up the 
inference with comparable accuracy. 
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Pixel-wise distillation. Kullback-Leibler divergence to align distributions of probability maps between main 
stream and teacher network. 

Inner-relation distillation. The relationship map of teacher network using non-local operation and transfer it to 
the student network. The loss function is defined as : 

The total loss is the sum of three losses:



4 Experimental Results



——Experiments

Datasets:

The model is trained and evaluated on video semantic segmentation dataset Cityscapes. The dataset is 
consisted of 30-frame snippets that collected at 17 fps with the resolution of 1024 × 2048. Each snippet is 
sparsely annotated at 20th frame. There are totally 30 classes with only 19 classes used for evaluation.

Evaluation metrics:

Mean intersection over union (mIoU) is used as the segmentation accuracy. To assess efficiency, we 
randomly selected keyframe at interval 5 and calculate speed (second per frame) over the validation dataset.

Implementation details: 

We utilize DeepLabv2 as the single-frame segmentation network. The teacher network is HRNet. The input 
frames are randomly selected in range [τ, 1], where τ = 5 is the interval before current frame and τ = 1 means 
segment every frame in snippet.
At the inference stage, we test the main stream on Tesla K80 GPU, ignoring the boundary-aware stream and 
the teacher network. 



——Experiments

Table 1. The accuracy and inference speed at interval 5 on
Cityscapes validation dataset. DL-X is the single frame network
DeepLabV2 based on different backbone.

Table 2. Comparison based on different stream on
validation dataset. The accuracy is calculated at interval 5.

Fig. 3. Accuracy on various keyframe intervals for
Cityscapes dataset. The model is based on ResNet-50.

We extract motion vectors from compressed videos
and replace optical flow network to reduce
computational cost. DFF is reimplemented on
compressed videos and test performance at interval 5
on Cityscapes.



Fig 7. Visualization of video semantic segmentation results. The column denotes various keyframe intervals. The first row 
is input I-frame. The second one is results of DFF based on DL-50. The third one is results of DL- 50+MV+BAS. The last row 
shows the results of BDNet-50. 

——Results



——Results

Fig 8. Visualization of video semantic segmentation results. The column denotes various keyframe intervals. The first row 
is input I-frame. The second one is results of DFF based on DL-50. The third one is results of DL- 50+MV+BAS. The last row 
shows the results of BDNet-50. 
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——Conclusion

Conclusion:

1. The main stream.

2. The boundary-aware stream.
The main stream uses motion vectors instead of optical flow to improve efficiency. 

The boundary- aware stream is added to predict silhouette of objects for enhancing 
edge features of segmented regions.

A teacher network is further applied to transfer knowledge to student network, in 
order to correct the tailing effect caused by warping errors. 

3. The distillation stream.
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